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Figure 1. Measured atmospheric 85Kr activity concentrations in weekly air samples, collected
at Jungfraujoch (3500 m asl) and Freiburg i. Br. (280 m asl), during the last three years. The
red columns represent the monthly emissions from La Hague (the values for November and
December 2017 are missing). The dotted line represents a baseline activity of 1.4 Bq/m3air.
Inset: 85Kr data for Freiburg i. Br. and the yearly emission from La Hague (in arbitrary
units) over the last 47 years.
Monitoring of tropospheric 85Kr activity concentrations at Jungfraujoch (JFJ) was continued
in 2017. Krypton is separated from about 10 m3 of air continuously collected during one
week and sent to the Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz in Freiburg i.Br. for measuring the 85Kr
activity concentration. Since 2014 the noble gas laboratory at BfS in Freiburg is accredited
according to DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025 [1].
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The major sources of atmospheric 85Kr are nuclear reprocessing plants which are
characterized by pulsed releases. During the last few decades the most relevant emitter is the
facility in La Hague in France. The released plumes can be detected at sampling stations
located in downwind direction even at distances of a few hundred kilometres (spikes in
Figure 1). Amplitude and frequency of activity concentration peaks at Freiburg but also at JFJ
are generally highest during periods of high reprocessing activities in La Hague (Figure 1).
This is particularly obvious for autumn 2016, when the emission rates reached the highest
value over the last three years. This maximum is also reflected by the very high activities
measured in Freiburg and, to a lesser extent, at JFJ. In the subsequent period, when the
emissions basically stopped, the measured concentration at both stations converged towards
the baseline activity of 1.4 Bq/m3air. A similar pattern is also observed in 2017. Due to a halflife of 10.76 years 85Kr accumulates in the atmosphere if the release rate exceeds the decay
rate of the 85Kr inventory in the atmosphere. However, over the last three years the baseline
activity concentration was rather stable.
The location of the JFJ sampling site is crucial because of its altitude. The data are
representative for the northern tropospheric background level and are important for the
assessment and quantification of environmental radioactivity and radiation exposure in
Germany and Switzerland [2, 3]. Krypton-85 data are also used for studies about the
dispersion of air masses, e.g. the inter-hemispheric exchange. The known temporal 85Kr
activity evolution in the atmosphere is also the basis for dating groundwater on timescales of
decades [4]. This method will become even more important in the future with the
development of novel detection methods for 85Kr in environmental samples [5].
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